RECENT BOOKS

BOOKS RECEIVED

**ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE**

**ADOPTION**

**AGED**
See Health Care Industry.

**ANTI-TRUST LAW**

**ATTORNEYS**

**BURDEN OF PROOF**

**CENSORSHIP**

**CHILD ABUSE**

**CHILD CUSTODY**

**CIVIL LAW**
See Juries.

**COMMERCIAL LAW**
See International Law.

**COMMUNICABLE DISEASES**

**CONFICT OF INTEREST**
See Physicians and Surgeons.

**CONSTITUTIONAL THEORY**

**CORPORATIONS**

**DIVORCE AND SEPARATION**

**EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION**
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW


FEDERALISM


FEMINISM


HEALTH CARE INDUSTRY


INDIANS


INTERNATIONAL BANKING


INTERNATIONAL COURTS AND TRIBUNALS


INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC RELATIONS


INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND PRACTICE


INTERNATIONAL LAW


JUDGES


JURIES


JURISPRUDENCE

See also Police Power, Trials.


LEGAL EDUCATION


LEGAL MAXIMS


LEGAL THEORY

See also Feminism, Thomas Jefferson.


LIBEL AND SLANDER


MEDICAL ETHICS

DECIDING WHO LIVES: FATEFUL CHOICES IN THE INTENSIVE-CARE NURSERY. By Re-
**Recent Books**

**PUBLIC INTEREST**

See **Natural Law**.

**PUBLIC OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES**


**RACE DISCRIMINATION**

See also **Trials**.


**SEX CRIMES**

See **Child Abuse**.

**SOCIAL WELFARE**


**THOMAS JEFFERSON**


**TORTS**

See **Jurisprudence**.

**TRIALS**


**UNIONS**


**WITNESSES**

See **Child Abuse**.

**WOMEN**